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Abstract. This study aims tofindoutwhether theProblem-BasedLearningModel
is effective on the geometry theory. To obtain the data done in three ways, namely
description test, observation and questionnaire. Then the data is analyzed by cal-
culating the percentage of teachers’ ability, the number of active students, stu-
dent responses and the completeness of student learning outcomes. Based on data
analyzed and discussion, obtained percentage of teacher ability 77,61%, student
activity 76,25%, student response 83,55%, and student learning result 80%. Thus,
the Problem Based Learning Model is effective on the geometry theory in terms
of the process and the student learning outcomes.
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1 Introduction

Mathematics is one of the subjects that occupies a significant role in theworld of learning.
Mathematics has significant role towards the development of human thoughts [1]. As
the proof, mathematics lessons are given to all levels of learning, from lower schools to
major academies. One of the roles of mathematics is to prepare students to be able to
face the changing circumstances or challenges in life and in an expanding world [2]. The
objectives of learning mathematics are: (1) to prepare students to be able to experience
changing conditions in life through training to play a role in logical, rational, thorough,
honest, and efficient thinking; (2) prepare students to be able to use mathematics and
mathematical thinking patterns in daily life in pursuing various sciences; (3) developing
and improving numeracy skills with fields as equipment in everyday life; (4) improving
thinking skills and (5) developing logical, critical, creative, thorough, and disciplined
behavior. The essence of efficient education is all the efforts of teachers to be able to
share new experiences with students and bring students to study well to achieve the goals
to be achieved optimally. The lack of reasoning ability towards the basic principle of
mathematics is causing the students to create mistakes in solvingmathematical problems
[3].

Problem-based learning (PBL) is a student-centered pedagogy in which students
learn about a subject by attempting to find a solution to an open-ended problem [4]
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whereas [5] maintain that PBL enhances learning by providing a highly motivational
environment for acquisition of knowledge, which is well received by those who take
part in it. Problem Based Learning is one of the teaching models that require students
to be active, collaborative, student-centered, develop their problem-solving skills, and
independent learning [6] with Problem-Based Learning (PBL) students are faced with
problems of irregularity, then students work in groups to formulate problems that have
been given. [7] stated that PBL could be trusted to help the development of creative
thinking skills among students in various fields of education, especially in learning
physics.

The teacher guides students and facilitates learning, organizes learning assignments,
mediates problem formulation, and formulates hypotheses. Students work in groups to
solve problems that have been given previously. Problem solving activities can be used to
improve and evaluate the creative thinking ability. One of the problems that can be used
is an open-ended problem, which is a problem that has a variety of solutions or strategies
[8]. According toArends that: “Model problem-based learning is an approach learning in
which students work on problems that authentic with a view to organize their knowledge
themselves, develop inquiry and higher-level thinking skills high, develop independence
and confident. PBL such as structure in learning, and offer potential multimedia based
solutions [9].

This research examines the core topics in geometry where the problems of teaching
and learning occurs most in mathematics with learning problem based learning [10].
Geometry is an aspect of mathematics which deals with the study of different shapes.
These shapes may be plane or solid. A plane shape is a geometrical form such that the
straight line that joins any two points on it wholly lies on the surface. A solid shape on
the other hand is bounded by surfaces which may not wholly be represented on a plane
surface. According to [11] there are five reasons on how important to learn geometry is.
They comprise (1) Geometry can provide a more complete appreciation of the world,
(2) Geometric explorations can develop problem-solving skills, (3) Geometry plays a
crucial role in the studyof other areas ofmathematics, (4)Geometry is useddaily bymany
people, and (5) Geometry is enjoyable [11]. The application of problem-based learning
models can improve students’ mathematical skills with indicators of direct observation,
indirect observation, law of cause and effect, logical inference, and principle-compliant
framework. The purpose of this study was to determine the effectiveness of the problem-
based learning model in geometry theory.

2 Methods

This type of research is descriptive research through questionnaire analysis. [12] aims
to find out whether the Problem-Based Learning Model is effective on geometry the-
ory. To obtain the data done in three ways, namely description test, observation and
questionnaire. Then the data is analyzed by (1) Calculating the percentage of teachers’
ability, (2) The number of active students, (3) student responses and (4) the complete-
ness of student learning outcomes [13, 14]. Analysis technique data to obtain data results
student learning through essay tests and for student and teacher activity data through
observation, and student responses through a questionnaire. Then the data is analyzed
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with calculating percentage ability teacher, show the number of active students and the
percentage of student responses as well as percentage of mastery learning.

The sampling technique of this research used purposive sampling technique at [15]
deep sample. This research is the students of class VIII SMP N 27 Pesawaran Lam-
pung totaling 20 students. Because the researcher feels that the sample taken knows the
most about the problem to be studied by the researcher. The use of purposive sampling
in this study aims to determine that is intended to investigate circumstances, condi-
tions, situations, events, activities, etc., the results of which are presented by describing
and interpreting natural objects as they are through observation/observation including
qualitative research methods [16]; This study aims to describe students’ self-esteem in
mathematics after using learning problem based learning.

3 Results and Discussion

Teacher ability data obtained from the results of the observation sheet that carried out by
an observer who record and assess ability teacher starts from the beginning of learning
until finished. The observation sheet that filled by the observer consisting of 8 items.
Based on observations obtained the average ability of teachers’ carry out learning with
problem-based learning model by 77.61%.

Student activity data obtained from the results of observationsmade by two observers
taking notes student activity whose domain appears specified in the sheet observation.
From observational data student activity is known that student learning activities at
meetings first to fourth meeting has reached the indicator expected or in other words
students are active in learning. Thing this is shown by the result Table 1 student activities
are as follows:

Student response data to math learning with apply the learning model problem based
for broad material and the volume of the flat-sided shape attended by 20 students can
seen in the Table 2:

Based on the table above obtained the results of student responses are equal to
83.55%. This meansmodel problem-based learning able to give a good response positive
towards learning. Response This student was obtained because the student feels happy,
motivated and challenged in doing the problem. In addition, students also acknowledged
that faster assignments done and be responsible for the assigned task. Students are also
not awkward anymore in asking and putting forward opinion.

Table 1. Recapitulation of Observations Student Activities

No Student activity, meeting to

I II III IV

A B A B A B A B

The number of students 14 6 15 5 17 3 15 5

percentage 70% 30% 75% 25% 85% 15% 75% 25%

Average student activity: 76,25%
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Table 2. Student response data to math learning with apply the learning model problem based
for broad material and the volume of the flat-sided shape attended.

No SD D NA A SA
∑

%

1 0 2 0 52 30 84 84%

2 0 0 3 48 35 86 86%

3 0 0 0 44 45 89 89%

4 0 2 0 56 25 83 83%

5 0 4 9 60 0 73 73%

6 0 0 3 56 25 84 84%

7 0 2 3 44 35 84 84%

8 0 0 0 60 25 85 85%

9 0 0 0 64 20 84 84%

10 0 0 3 60 20 83 83%

11 0 0 3 64 15 82 82%

12 0 0 0 60 25 85 85%

13 0 0 3 60 20 83 83%

14 0 0 0 64 20 84 84%

15 0 0 0 60 25 85 85%

16 0 0 3 64 15 82 82%

17 0 0 3 64 15 82 82%

18 0 0 0 64 20 84 84%

19 0 0 0 68 15 83 83%

20 0 0 0 56 30 86 86%

Data on student learning outcomes obtained from the test results. This test is a test
the entire material that has been taught to students to see student’s ability to mastery of
geometry theory followed by 20 students can be seen in Table 3.

Based on Table 3, it is obtained student learning outcomes by 80% or there are 16
students meet the minimum completeness criteria (KKM) or complete from 20 students.
So based on effectiveness criteria can be said that the problem-based learning model is
effective ongeometry theory on classVIII even semester SMPN27PesawaranLampung.
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Table 3. Student Learning Outcomes Obtained from the Test Results

No Name M/F Mark Information

1 Agus J M 72 Complete

2 Anti v F 80 Complete

3 Anjur F M 75 Complete

4 Beni R M 40 Not Complete

5 Dita a F 85 Complete

6 Dwi I F 75 Complete

7 Edi P M 30 Not Complete

8 Ferdianto M 75 Complete

9 Fito A M 75 Complete

10 Jesika F 100 Complete

11 Luk’lu’ul F 75 Complete

12 Nuflihatun F 80 Complete

13 Nadia J F 83 Complete

14 Nurfika F 75 Complete

15 Refki H M 76 Complete

16 Riki A M 65 Not Complete

17 Siti H F 90 Complete

18 Thomas O M 35 Not Complete

19 Wildi P F 88 Complete

20 Zahra A F 100 Complete

4 Conclusion

Results based on data analysis discussion, interesting writer the conclusion that the
Learning Model Problem Based effectively applied on theory geometry This is shown
from the results of the analysis research that refers to indicators of learning effective-
ness as follows: 1) teacher’s ability in managing learning with Based Learning Model
Problems reached 77.61%, 2) student activities during the process learning achieves the
indicators that expected with a percentage of 76.25%, 3) students who respond good
towards learning people with the percentage obtained that is 83.55%, 4) students get
value above the minimum completeness criteria or classical completion by 80%.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/),
which permits any noncommercial use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source,
provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s Creative
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not
included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from
the copyright holder.
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